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Dynamical description of the electromagnetic (e.m.) structure of hadrons is still one of the 
unsolved problems of particle physics. The perturbative QCD practicaly gives 1> 2>(due to the 
asymptotic freedom) a behaviour of coresponding e.m. form factors (ff's) only in the asymptotic 
region. The QCD sum rules predict 3) 4> just a· behaviour of e.m. ff's in a limited interval 
of the space-like momentum transfers squared. However in the finite energy time-like region, 
where ff's are complex functions of their argument and experiments on electron • positron 
annihilation into a hadron • antihadron pair manifest their nontrivial behaviour caused by a 
creation of various vector meson resonances, QQD gives no predictions up to now. 

· The latter shortage is partly compensated by the recently proposed unitary and analytic 
(UA) VMD model5>- 9> which provides for every e.m. ff's of the hadron one real analytic 
function for the space-like and time-like region with the asymptotic behaviour to be consistend 
with QCD predictions and at. the same time reflecting an experimental fact of a creation of 
unstable vector mesons in electron • positron annihilation processes, thus depending just on 
parameters with a clear physical meaning. 

Here we present results: 

• a strong evidence for p"'(2150) by the data on J/tp-> ir+ir- decay 

• a prediction of u1ot(e+e--> nn) ~ <Ttot(e+e- -> pp) just above the nucleon• antinucleon 
threshold 

• surprisingly large one photon e.m. corrections to the strong J/tp-> pp and J/tp-> nn 
decay amplitudes 

• the behaviour of the polar-angle asymmetry parameter a(t) for e+c -> pp and e+e- -> 
nfi processes 

which have been obtained by utilizing the UA-VMD model for e.m. structure of pions and 
nucleons. 

Unitary and analytic VMD model. 
The UA-VMD model is obtained (for more detail see Refs. 5>-9>) from a standard VMD 

parametrization of e.m. ff of the hadron 

by means of the following nonlinear transformation 

4(t,n - to) 
t = to - ( W - W)2 (2) 

which along with a correct making allovance for nonzero vector meson widths (f v ,f; 0) considers 
the two-cut approximation of the ff analytic properties and leads to the following factorized 
expression 



where t0 < (W-:-t") < t,n; (m~ - !}-) > t,n; W,, W, are the pole positions of vector mesons 
in the W-plane and W,v is the normalization point corresponding to t=0. The first term (that 
in front of square brackets) completely determines the asymptotic behaviour of F(t) and the 
second one (in the square brackets) describes the whole complicated ff resonant structure in 
the time-like region and for t -+ ±oo it becomes a finite real constant. 

UA-VMD model for pions and an evidence of p111 (2150) by J/'ljJ--, 
1r+1r- decay. 

The decay of J/tf;-+ ir+ir- is pure e.m. if G-parity is conserved by strong interactions and 
consequently one can extract an information on IF,.(m~)I from the latter by using the relation 

ircr2m 
r(J/tf; -+ ir+ir-) = 

3
/J, "'1F,.(t)l2. (4) 

In an optimal description of all existing pion ff data by the U A-VMD model with v = p, p', p" 
(all parameters are left to be free) an existence of two excited states of the p(770) meson is 
demonstrated 5> (see Fig.l) to be simultaneously consistent with the space-like and time-like 
ff data unlike the results by A.Donnachie and H.Mirzaie lO) who have obtained the latter 
information just from the time-like e+e- -+ ir+ir- data. However, two DM2 points ll) and the 
last time-like point obtained 12> from J/tf;-+ ir+ir- decay are not described·(see Fig.1) very well 
by the theoretical curve predicted by the pion ff UA-VMD model with p(770), p'(l450), p"(l 700) 
only, thus indicating that a higher mass isovector vector state cannot be neglected. Really, 
considering another vector meson in the pion ff UA-VMD model and repeating the analysis of 
the same data (again parameters are left to be free) one finds a strong evidence (see Fig.2) of 
the third excited state of the p(770) meson with resonance parameters mp"' = 2169 ± 46 Me V 
and fp,,, = 319 ± 136 MeV. Moreover, the predicted value jF,.(m~)I= 0.1091 by the UA-VMD 
model for the pion e.m. ff with three excited states of the p{770) meson is through the relation 

1 
f(J/tf;-+ ir+ir-) = 4!F,.(m!)l2r(J/tf;-+ µ+µ-) (5) 

in a perfect agreement with existing experimental r( J /tf; -+ ir+ ir-) and r( J /tf; -> µ+ µ-). 

Prediction of the inequality O'tot(e+e---, nn) ~ O'tot(e+e---, pp) 
The e.m. structure of nucleons is completely described 7> by the following four e.m. !f's 

~(t) = [Ft(t) + F/_'(t)] + ~[Ft(t) + F;{t)) 
4mP 

GKt(t) = [F{(t) + F/.'(t)] + [Ft(t) + F;'(t)) 

~(t) = [Ft(t) - F/_'(t)) + 
4 

t 
2 

[Ft(t) - F:)'(t)] 
mn 

G'.u(t) = [Ft(t) - F;'(t)) + [F;(t) - F;'(t)) 

(6) 

(7) 

where F{(t), F2(t) and F./_'(t), F:)'(t) are isoscalar and isovector parts of the Dirac and Pauli 
nucleon e.m. ff's, respectively, to which directly the UA-VMD model {3), however with a 
changed as!mt:totic behaviour, can be applied. Unlike the analyses carried out in 7) here the 
OZI rule 1 )- 5> is strictly taken into account and all ¢-meson contributions are neglected. 
Consequently, the isoscalar e.m. !f's are saturated only with three w-mesons 16> and the 
isovector e.m. ff's contain all known isovector vector mesons i.e. p(770), p'(l450), p"(l 700) and 
p111{2150). 
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Fig.I. A demonstration of the e:eistence of two excited states of the p(770) meson in an optimal 
description of all existing pion e.m. ff data by the UA-VMD model. 
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Fig.2. A strong evidence of the third excited state of the p(770) meson in an optimal description 
of the same pion e.m. ff data by means of the UA-VMD model with four resonances, 
essentially by a perfect reproduction of the recent time-like experimental point obtained 
from J/tf;-+ ir+ir-. 
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Fig.3. The nucleon e.m. structure UA-VMD model prediction for O'tot(e+e- -+ nn) » u
101

(e+e- -+ 

pp) just above the nucleon- antinucleon threshold. 
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Fig.4. The lowest-order graphs for Jfip-+ BB decay. (a) a dominant direct hadronic decay. (b) 
the direct electromagnetic decay. (c) the one-photon electromagnetic decay. 
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Fig.5. A prediction of the polar angle asymmetry parameter behaviour for e+e- -+ pp and 
e+ e- -+ nn processes. 
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Each free parameter of the model is fixed in an optimal description of 356 reliable exper
imental points on proton and neutron e.m. ff's fort (0 and 12 data on u101(e+e- -+ pp) for 
3.610 GeV2

::; t::; 5.693GeV2 • Then, finally the behaviour of u1oi(e+e--+ nn), for which there 
is no experimental point at present, is predicted to be considerably larger (see Fig.3) than 
O'to1(e+e--+ pp) just above the nucleon-antinucleon threshold. 

One photon e.m. corrections to strong J/'lj; -+ NN decay ampli
tudes. 

The decay J/ip -+ BB (B being a member of the baryon octet) is currently assumed to 
proceed in the lowest-order approximation through the three graphs presented in Fig.4 and its 
integrated decay width is given 17> by the following relation 

f(JN-+ BB)= 4::t.,, (2T + L) (8) 

where /3 = (l -(4m~/MJ))112
; NB= t}s(36;;!')3J.,,J~; J.,, ~ 0.26 GeV is the decaY constant 

of J/t/J; fB an overall normalization constant to be calculated from the J/t/J -+ BB data, 
and T, L are squares of helicity amplitudes for a polarized J/tjJ having helicity A = 0 or 
A= ±1, respectively. Then an interesting question arises: what is the rate of · e.m. corrections 
represented by graphs (b) and (c) to the dominant direct hadronic decay given by graph (a). 

Graph (b) gives 18>-20> a contribution proportional to the leading amplitude (a), where the 
proportionality factor is 

8 = (-4/5)(a./a,)QB (9) 

with QB defined as the cliarge of the final baryon B. 
As for the one photon e.m. decay graph (c), it gives different contributions depending on 

whether Tor Lis involved. The corresponding ratios of amplitudes of graphs (c) to (a) are as 
follows 

8 _ a.lGft(MJ)I (MJ) 2 

T - 40ir2a~36 (1 + m~/MJ) fB 
(10) 

8 a.lGj(MJ)I (MJ) 2 

L = 20ir2a~36 (1 + m1/MJ) fB • 
(11) 

Now, using the overall normalization constants for protons and neutrons 17>, fv =0.00480 
GeV2; fn =0.00488 GeV2, the QCD running coupling constant a,(MJ) ~ 0.25 and values of 
the electric and magnetic nucleon ff's at t=MJ as they are predicted by the UA-VMD model, 
one gets ( see Table 1) surprisingly large one photon e.m. corrections to the J / tjJ -+ pp and 
J / tp -+ nn decay processes. 

Table 1: 
Author PP I nn 

CARIMALO11 > CT=0.065; CL=0.047 I CT=0.047; CL=0 
OUR RESULTS CT=0.104; SL=0.207 I CT=0.303; CL=0.719 

The polar angle as~mmetry parameter behaviour for e+e--+ NN. 
Brodsky and Lepage 2 >, assuming in QCD the spin of the gluon to be 1 and using the 

helicity selection rule, have predicted the following angular distribution 

du( e+ e- -+ N N) ~ 1 + cos2 t? 
dcost? 

5 

(12) 



for nucleons in the asymptotic region of energies, where the quark and nucleon masses can be 
neglected. In the finite energy region relation (12) takes the form 

do-(e+e--> N N) ~ 1 + a(t)cos2i9 
dcosi9 

where a(t) is called the polar angle asymmetry parameter. 

(13) 

Using the behaviour of the nucleon e.m. ff's predicted by the UA-VMD model, we show the 
a(t) behaviour in a perfect agreement with QCD predictions in the asymptotic region. Really, 
integratig over ¢-angle in the relation 

one gets 

where 

do-(e+e--> NN) = a2f3N [4M2 IGEl2sin2i9 + IGMl2(l + cos2i9)] 
dfl 4t t 

do-(e+e--> NN) = 21ra?~(tlGMl2 + 4M2IGd2)[l + a(t)cos2i9] 
dcosi9 4t 

t1GMl2 - 4M21GEl2 
a( t) - ---:-:,---:-::--=--=c-=-:-

- t1GMl 2 + 4M2IGEl2 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

The predicted behaviour of a(t) for protons and neutrons is given in Fig.5, from which one 
can see that first, a(t) asymptotically approaches unity as predicted by QCD and, second, just 
at that value the perturbative QCD starts to work as well. 

,,,----
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4Y~HH4KOBa A.3:,·4y6HH4Ka C. 
Hoeble npeACKa3aHHl! YHHTapHOH H aHanHTH4eCKOH 
BM4 MOAenH AnR aneKTPOMarHHTHOH CTPYKTYPbl aApoHOB 
, B paMKaX YHHTapHOH 1,1 aHanHrn4eCKOH BM4 MOAen1,1 npoaHanH3HpoeaHbl HOBble 

AaHHbl8 no J/$ ➔ n•n· BMeCTe co'eceMH cy~eCTBYIOIJll,1MH AaHHblMl,1 no n1,10HHOMY 
-~OpM~aKTOpy. B pe3ynbrare nony4eHO AOKa3arenbCTBO cy~eCTBOBaHl,11! rpeTbero 

B036Y>KAeHHOro COCTOl!Hl,111 .p(770) Me30Ha C napaMerpaMH mp' •• = _2169±46 _MaB 
H rp••·= 319±136 MaB. 0AHOBpeMeHHblH aHan1,13 ecex HaAe>KHblX ~opr-,:j)aKTOpoenpo:
TOHa 1,1 HeArpoHa B npocrpaHCTBeHHO-nOA06HoA 06nacr1,1 1,1 AaHHblX TOTanbHOro ce-
4eH~l! aneKTpOH-n03HTpdHHOH aHHHrHnl!4HH B napy nporoH-aHT1,10pOTOH, npeACKa-
3blBaer. a _paMKax roA me MOAenH Heo>111,1AaHHoe Hepaeettcrno "tot (e•e· ➔ nn). » 
>> otot(e•e· ➔ pp) HaA noporoM HYKnoH-aHT1,1HyKnoHa 1,1 raK>11e nony4a~rc11 He-. 
O>KHAaHHO 6onbWHe OAHO~OTOHHble Koppen114H1,1 K aMnn1,1ryAaM CHObHOro· pacnaAa 
J/$ ➔ pp H J/w ➔ nn. Bb14HcneHHoe noeeAeHHe napaMerpa ac1,1MMerp1,11,1 yrnoeoro 
pacnpeAeneH1,111 B npo4eccax e~e· ➔ pp 1,1 e•e· ➔ nn HaxoA1,1Tc11 e xopoweM corna
c1,11,1 C npeACKa3aHHl!MH, cneAYIOIJll,1Ml,1 1,13 KX4. 

Pa6ora BblnonHeHa e na6oparop1,11,1 reoper1,14ecKoA ~1,131,1K1,1~HRH. 
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VMD Model for Electromagnetic Structure of H_adrons 
· Recent ·J/w ➔ n•n· data analysed along with all existing pion form factor 

data by means of the unitary and analytic VMD model manifest a strong evi
dence of the third excited state of the p(770) meson with resonance'para
meters mp'''= 2169±46 MeV and rp••·= 319±136 MeV. A simultaneous analysis 
of all reliable protoh and neutron form factor data in the space-like re
gion along with data on the total cross section of electron~ positron an
nihilation into.a proton - antiproton pair by the same model predicts an 
unexpected inequaJ i,tY o t t(e•e· ➔ nn) » a. t. (e•e· ➔ pp) just above the 
m.icleon.;antinucleon threinold and also surp'l-isingly large one photon .elect-

. ·romagnetic corrections to the strong J/w ➔ pp and J/w ➔ nn decay amplitu
des ... The calculated. polar 'angle asymmetry parameter behaviour for. e•e· ➔pp. 
and e•e· ➔ nn processes is asymptotically, however, in agreement with pre-· 
dictions following from QCD. ' 
· ·. The investigation has been pe'rformed at the· Laboratory of Theoret.ical 

. Physics, JINR .. 
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